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Abstract

Computational modeling for additive manufacturing has proven to be a pow-
erful tool to understand physical mechanisms, predict fabrication quality,
and guide design and optimization. Varieties of models have been developed
with different assumptions and purposes, and these models are sometimes
difficult to choose from, especially for end-users, due to the lack of quantita-
tive comparison and standardization. Thus, this study is focused on quan-
tifying model uncertainty due to the modeling assumptions, and evaluating
differences based on whether or not selected physical factors are incorpo-
rated. Multiple models with different assumptions, including a high-fidelity
thermal-fluid flow model resolving individual powder particles, a low-fidelity
heat transfer model simplifying the powder bed as a continuum material,
and a semi-analytical thermal model using a point heat source model, were
run with a variety of manufacturing process parameters. Experiments were

1The full descriptions of the procedures used in this paper may require the identification
of certain commercial products. The inclusion of such information should in no way be
construed as indicating that such products are endorsed by NIST or are recommended by
NIST or that they are necessarily the best materials, instruments, software or suppliers
for described purposes.
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performed on the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Additive Manufacturing Metrology Testbed (AMMT) to validate the models.
A data analytics-based methodology was utilized to characterize the models
to estimate the error distribution. The cross comparison of the simulation
results reveals the remarkable influence of fluid flow, while the significance of
the powder layer varies across different models. This study aims to provide
guidance on model selection and corresponding accuracy, and more impor-
tantly facilitate the development of AM models.

Keywords: Model characterization, Computational model, Modeling
assumption, Powder bed, Additive manufacturing

1. Introduction1

Powder bed fusion additive manufacturing (AM) technologies for metal-2

lic components, such as electron beam melting (EBM) and laser powder bed3

fusion (L-PBF), are promising in manufacturing components with complex4

geometry [1] and manipulating chemical compositions and mechanical prop-5

erties [2, 3, 4]. Computational modeling has proven to be a powerful tool to6

help understand physical mechanisms, predict fabrication quality, and guide7

design and optimization. Various models have been developed with differ-8

ent assumptions and purposes. For the meso-scale models of molten pool9

and heat transfer, depending on the level of simplification of the powder bed10

geometry and physics, there are three main types:11

1. High-fidelity computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models that resolve12

the thermal-fluid flow behaviors of individual powder particles. Ex-13

amples are those developed by Körner et al. [5] using their in-house14

code based on the Lattice Boltzmann Method, by Lawrence Livermore15

National Lab [6, 7] using their in-house code ALE3D, by Qiu et al. [8]16

using the open-source code OpenFOAM, and by the current authors17

[9, 10] using the software FLOW-3D. The computation time of these18

models can be extremely high, up to thousands of central processing19

unit (CPU) hours, thus the simulation domain is usually limited to one20

or a small number of short tracks, with the domain size at most a few21

millimeters in each dimension, while the corresponding physical time22

is on the order of milliseconds. Note that there are some continuum-23

based CFD models [11] that simplify powder bed as a continuum layer24
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but neglect the recoil pressure and capillary forces. Such type of model25

is not included in this study, because it is not so widely used.26

2. Continuum-based thermal models that simplify the powder bed as a27

continuum material (different from that of the substrate and condensed28

layers), and incorporating heat transfer but not fluid flow [12, 13, 14,29

15]. Most existing finite element method (FEM) software packages,30

e.g., ABAQUS and ANSYS, are capable of such simulations. The com-31

putation is less expensive and can enable part scale simulations, e.g.,32

tens to hundreds of CPU hours for a small component (a few centime-33

ters in each dimension). However, the simulation cost can still increase34

quickly with the dimension of the simulation domain.35

3. Semi-analytical thermal-conduction models that only consider the ther-36

mal conduction in a homogeneous continuum, such as the isotherm37

migration model using a point heat source model [16, 17]. These mod-38

els can only estimate the steady-state temperature field in single track39

cases. The calculation can be done typically in Matlab within seconds.40

Figure 1: Computational models for powder bed AM: from high-fidelity to low-fidelity.

When implementing or leveraging models, various models have pros and41

cons depending on user objectives. However, despite differences in compu-42

tational cost and accessibility, these models are still difficult to choose from,43
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especially for end-users, because there is a lack of quantitative comparison44

and standardization [18, 19, 20].45

In this work, we conduct a variety of simulations to quantify solution46

differences due to model assumptions and to assess the importance of several47

key physical factors, which can provide guidance for the development and48

selection of models for specific purposes. These models are introduced in49

Section 2, from the high-fidelity, powder-based thermal-fluid flow models,50

to the low-fidelity, continuum-based thermal models, to the simplest semi-51

analytical models based on the point heat source model. Section 3 presents52

the experimental methods. In Section 4, simulation results are compared53

and uncertainty is discussed. A data analytics-based approach is utilized to54

characterize the models and estimate the error distributions in Section 5.55

Finally, a brief summary is given in Section 6.56

2. Models57

2.1. Model characteristics58

The three types of models ( 1© powder-scale thermal-fluid flow model59

[9, 10, 21], 2© continuum thermal model [12, 13, 14, 22, 23], and 3© semi-60

analytical model [16, 17]) are schematically shown in Fig. 2. While the61

powder-scale thermal-fluid flow model and continuum thermal model are62

commonly seen, the semi-analytical model, particularly the so-called isotherm63

migration model used in this study, is less common. The basis of this isotherm64

migration model is the steady-state solution (Eq.2) of the heat conduction65

problem (Eq.1), where a point heat source is applied to a semi-infinite work-66

piece moving at a constant speed U along the X direction. Equations are67

given as [16, 17]:68

cpρ(
∂T

∂t
+ U

∂T

∂x
) = k(

∂2T

∂x2
+
∂2T

∂y2
+
∂2T

∂z2
) + q(x) (1)
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p

2πk
√
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exp
x−

√
x2 + y2 + z2

2k/(ρcpU)
(2)

where T0 is the initial temperature, q(x) is the moving heat source, p is the69

laser power, and k, ρ and cp are the thermal conductivity, density and specific70

heat of the material as listed in Table 1.71
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Figure 2: Physical factors incorporated in models ( 1© powder-scale thermal-fluid flow
model, 2© continuum thermal model, and 3© semi-analytical model): (a) incorporated
terms in the governing equations, (b) schematic. The incorporated factors in each model
are inside the corresponding boxes with the model label, while the factors outside the
labeled box are not incorporated in the corresponding model. There are some factors that
have not been incorporated by any of the models.

From the high-fidelity model to the low-fidelity model, there is a pro-72

gressive order reduction, as schematically shown in Fig. 3. The high-fidelity73

powder-scale thermal-fluid flow model is considered to be able to capture74

major physical factors and to reproduce the experiments relatively well. The75

order reductions from the CFD model to the FEM thermal model include76
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the simplifications of the powder bed geometry, multi-reflection of laser and77

molten pool flow physics, in particular the neglect of Marangoni effect, and78

evaporation and the resultant recoil pressure. The reduced orders from the79

FEM thermal model to the semi-analytical model include the neglect of the80

effective powder layer, heat source diameter and heat loss. In other words, the81

semi-analytical simulations are very close to the FEM thermal simulations82

of a very narrow laser heating a bare plate with de-activated (or negligible)83

latent heat and heat loss. Consequently, the material parameters required84

in each model vary, as listed in Table 1 (the material used in this paper is85

nickel alloy Inconel 625, or IN 625).86

Table 1: Material (IN 625) parameters used in the models

Parameter Value Model
Solidus temperature Ts 1563 K [24] 1© 2©
Liquidus temperature Tl 1623 K [24] 1© 2© 3©
Density ρ 8440 kg/m3 [25] 1© 2© 3©
Latent Heat of fusion L 2.72×105 J/kg [26] 1© 2©
Latent heat of evaporation (Lv) 9.7×106 J/kg 1©
Saturated vapor pressure (Ps0) 1.013×105 Pa at 3315 K 1©
Specific heat (cp) temperature-dependent [25] 1© 2© 3©
Thermal conductivity (k) temperature-dependent [25] 1© 2© 3©
Surface radiation coefficient (αb) 0.4 1© 2©
Surface tension coefficient (σ) 1.68 N/m 1©
Marangoni coefficient (σTs = ∆σ

∆T
) 2.6×10−4 N/(m·K) 1©

Viscosity (µ) 0.005 Pa·s 1©

On the other hand, incorporating more physical phenomena introduces87

more degrees of freedom, more complex equations, and thus higher compu-88

tational cost. For each simulation case of a single track (2-3 mm long) in89

this study, the computational cost of the thermal-fluid flow model is about90

100 hours on a common desktop, and that of the FEM thermal model imple-91

mented into an in-house code developed at Northwestern University [22, 23]92

is about 3 minutes, while that of the semi-analytical model calculated using93

Matlab is less than 30 seconds. Thus, although the high-fidelity thermal-fluid94

flow model more accurately captures the influence of most physical mecha-95

nisms, only a limited number of these expensive high-fidelity simulations were96
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conducted.97

It should be mentioned that the mesh size and computational method98

are usually different for different models; however, mesh convergence tests99

for each model have been performed to ensure that mesh size error is negligi-100

ble compared to differences between models, and each computational method101

has been verified against some classical benchmark tests to ensure that the102

equations are solved accurately. That is, to assess the influence of the mod-103

eling assumptions, a fair comparison of the simulation results is required to104

exclude the numerical error of each model, which is achieved with the opti-105

mal mesh size and time step size for each model, instead of the same mesh106

size and time step size. Specifically, the mesh size and time step size are 4107

µm and 4×10−8 s for the thermal-fluid model, and 10 µm and 1×10−6 s for108

the FEM thermal model, while there are 10 isotherms in the semi-analytical109

model.110

2.2. Design of experiments111

Nine sets of manufacturing parameters are selected, as listed in Table112

2. These sets of parameters are representative of all the four regimes of the113

molten pool behaviors: balling effect, thermal-conduction mode, transition114

mode and keyhole mode.115

Table 2: Fabrication parameters

Laser power Scan speed Line energy density mode
p (W) v (m/s) p/v (J/cm)
195 0.80 2.4 thermal-conduction
195 0.50 3.9 transition
195 0.20 9.8 keyhole
122 0.80 1.5 thermal-conduction
122 0.50 2.4 thermal-conduction
122 0.20 6.1 transition
49 0.80 0.61 balling
49 0.50 0.98 thermal-conduction
49 0.20 2.5 thermal-conduction

In principle, models incorporating more physical phenomena have higher116

prediction accuracy. However, the neglect of two or more physical factors117
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in some cases may counteract each other, thereby achieving good accuracy118

serendipitously. With this in mind, in addition to evaluating the accuracy of119

the three models, we try to assess the individual influence of several major120

physical factors. Several groups of simulations for each model with varied121

settings were conducted (see Fig. 3):122

1. Control groups: CFD simulations containing powder bed (“CFD-123

powder” in Fig. 3); FEM thermal simulations with effective124

powder bed (“FEM-powder” in Fig. 3); semi-analytical cal-125

culation with bulk material properties (“ISO-plate” in Fig.126

3). These three groups of simulations are typically used for predic-127

tions, and thus can be used to evaluate accuracy against the powder128

bed experiments.129

2. Comparison groups: CFD simulations without powder bed130

(“CFD-plate” in Fig. 3); FEM thermal simulations of a bare131

plate (“FEM-plate” in Fig. 3); semi-analytical calculation132

with effective powder bed properties (“ISO-powder” in Fig.133

3). These three groups of simulations are rarely used in practice, and134

the purpose here is for comparison with the control groups. Through135

direct comparison, the influence of the powder layer in each model can136

be assessed. Additionally, cross-comparison of the simulation results137

can shed light on the individual influence of the major physical factors,138

based on the discussion of model order reduction in Section 2.1. For in-139

stance, the comparison between the CFD and FEM thermal simulations140

indicates the influence of molten pool flow, and the difference between141

the FEM thermal and semi-analytical simulations can partially reveal142

the influence of the laser heat source model.143
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Figure 3: Control and comparison groups of simulations. The arrows and associated text
indicate the major differences between the linked models. The major difference between
the control and comparison groups is the incorporation and neglect of the powder bed.
The cross-comparison between the CFD-powder and FEM-powder simulation results can
reveal the influence of molten fluid flow, and that between the FEM-plate and ISO-plate
simulation results reveals the influence of laser diameter and heat loss. ISO-plate and
ISO-powder simulations refer to the semi-analytical simulations using the properties of a
dense plate and loose powder bed, respectively.

The selected key performance indicators (KPIs) are molten pool dimen-144

sions, including width, depth and length, which have remarkable influence145

over the fabrication quality. However, in the experiments, only ex-situ anal-146

ysis of the laser scan tracks was performed, while in-situ monitoring of the147

melting process was challenging. In this manuscript, only molten pool width148

from experiments was obtained. While we did not measure the molten pool149

depth for validation, we validated the thermal-fluid flow model’s prediction of150

molten pool depth against high-speed X-ray imaging experiments at Argonne151

National Lab in the previous work [27].152

3. Experiments153

Single track experiments were performed using the Additive Manufactur-154

ing Metrology Testbed (AMMT) prototyping system at National Institute155

of Standards and Technology (NIST) [28]. The powder material is nickel156

alloy 625 (IN 625), and powder diameter distribution follows a Gaussian dis-157

tribution function with d10=14 µm, d50=28 µm, and d80=43 µm2. The158

actual layer thickness at steady state is 40 µm, and the laser diameter is159

D86=100 µm. Investigation of experimental results found that experiments160

2The d10/d50/d80 is the diameter at which 10%/50%/80% of the sample’s mass is
composed of particles with a diameter less than the value
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at a power of 49 W produced unreliable data, since the laser power output161

was not reliable below 49 W, and for this reason these measurements were162

ignored. Nevertheless, the simulation results for these cases are retained to163

enrich the comparison of models, given that the models are considered to be164

able to provide reasonable predictions for these cases after being validated165

by other experimental cases. Ex-situ analysis of the laser scan tracks from166

the experiment was performed via optical microscope for measurement of the167

scan track width. In order to better assess the molten pool width, a detailed168

record of the width along a 1 mm long section at the center of each scan track169

was obtained by manually tracing the track edges, and the average molten170

pool width and its standard deviation were calculated using the commer-171

cial software Matlab. More details about the methodology can be found in172

[29]. A similar measurement methodology was also applied for CFD simula-173

tion results (see Fig.4), so that both the mean value and standard deviation174

of the simulated molten pool width were obtained. Note that neither the175

FEM thermal simulation results nor the semi-analytical calculation results176

have fluctuations in width because of the assumption of homogeneity and the177

neglect of laser multi-reflection and temperature-dependent surface tension.178
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Figure 4: Examples of measuring track width: (a) an experimental sample [29] and (b) a
CFD simulation result. In this case, the laser power is 122 W, and scan speed is 0.5 m/s.

4. Results and discussion179

Single tracks on the first powder layer with a thickness of 40 µm were180

manufactured in experiments and also simulated using the three different181

control group models. The simulation and experimental results are summa-182

rized in Table 3, including the relative difference |widthsimulated−widthexperimental

widthexperimental
|.183

It is noted that the balling effect occurred in the experiment for the case 122184

W-0.8 m/s while it did not in the corresponding three simulations. One large185

source of experimental uncertainty that may contribute to this discrepancy is186

the powder particle packing and accuracy of the experimental layer thickness.187

It is very difficult to ensure the first powder layer thickness to be exactly 40188

µm in the experiments, while any powder particles above the 40 µm thick-189
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ness are removed in the simulation. As a result, the powder particle packing190

in the simulation usually underestimates the packing density of such a thin191

powder layer, leading to a lower possibility of balling in the simulation.192

Table 3: Simulated molten pool dimensions and experimentally measured melt width

Simulated length/depth/width [µm] and relative difference
Cases CFD FEM thermal semi-analytical Experiment

500 528 151
195W-0.8m/s 89 50 52

117±7 (11.3%) 141 (6.8%) 104 (21.2%) 132±14.1
491 482 155

195W-0.5m/s 111 62 65
137±8 (8.5%) 176 (10.9%) 130 (13.2%) 149.7±7.3
489 439 171

195W-0.2m/s 152 91 99
216±6 (4.9%) 241 (16.9%) 198 (3.9%) 206±20.9
335 401 97

122W-0.8m/s 70 40 40 balling
102±5 121 80
302 356 101

122W-0.5m/s 85 50 50
122±6 (3.9%) 141 (11.1%) 100 (21.2%) 126.9±17.0
319 330 114

122W-0.2m/s 88 73 76
170±7 (13.2%) 201 (33.8%) 152 (1.2%) 150.2±8.2
122 328 43

49W-0.8m/s 40 31 25
62±9 81 50
159 233 46

49W-0.5m/s 57 31 30
84±7 51 60
155 187 54

49W-0.2m/s 66 43 44
121±5 140 88
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4.1. Differences due to the neglect of molten pool flow193

4.1.1. Molten pool width194

Based on comparison of the molten pool width (Fig. 5), the CFD model195

has the highest prediction accuracy: the relative differences of the mean196

values are all within 15% and mostly within 10%, while there are overlaps197

if accounting the standard deviation. The FEM thermal model shows that198

the prediction error is below 20% for most of the cases, except that it is199

about 30% for the case 122 W-0.2 m/s. The semi-analytical model shows a200

prediction error below 30%. Neither the FEM thermal models nor the semi-201

analytical model explicitly incorporate the molten pool flow, which could be202

a major source of prediction errors.203

Figure 5: Molten pool width by experiments and the three models at different cases.
For experiments and CFD model, the error bars represent the standard deviations of the
molten pool width. Neither the FEM thermal model nor the semi-analytical model has
fluctuations in width because of the assumption of homogeneity.

The FEM thermal models use an effective continuum material layer to im-204

plicitly represent the powder layer and incorporate the thermal conduction,205

surface radiation and convection; therefore, the FEM thermal models can206

achieve good accuracy in the thermal-conduction mode, in particular with207

intentionally enhanced thermal conductivity in the molten liquid state to in-208

corporate the enhanced heat transfer by the molten pool flow [30]. However,209
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in the keyhole mode, the recoil pressure becomes dominant in the molten210

pool flow and thereby dramatically changes the molten pool shape and di-211

mensions, which are rather different from those in the thermal-conduction212

model; consequently, the prediction accuracy of the FEM thermal models213

reduces remarkably (see the molten pool width for cases 122 W-0.2 m/s and214

195 W-0.2 m/s). More specifically, the FEM models usually overestimate215

the molten pool width, because the neglect of the molten pool flow espe-216

cially in the keyhole mode leads to less heat dissipation in depth and thus217

more residual heat within the powder layer to widen the molten pool width218

in the horizontal direction.219

The semi-analytical model typically underestimates the molten pool width.220

In the semi-analytical model, neither the powder layer nor the molten pool221

flow is incorporated; that is, the problem is idealized as a simple thermal222

conduction problem with a point heat source heating a substrate. The point223

heat source model ignores the distributed input energy within the finite laser224

diameter, thereby underestimating the molten pool width. Since the dense225

substrate has a much higher thermal conductivity than the loose powder226

layer, the input heat disperses more quickly in each direction, expanding the227

molten pool width. These two factors counteract each other to some extent.228

In particular, in the cases 122 W-0.2 m/s and 195 W-0.2 m/s, which are in229

the keyhole mode, the calculated molten pool width of the semi-analytical230

model shows very good agreement with experiments. However, this might231

not always be true for other cases in the keyhole mode.232

Based on the discussion above, we can conclude that because of varying233

contributions of the different mechanisms of molten pool formation in the234

thermal conduction and keyhole modes, it is difficult, if not impossible, to235

tailor FEM thermal models to be accurate in both modes. One approach236

could be to adjust the laser heat source model at different input powers,237

for example, the rotational Gaussian body flux model (nail-shaped) for the238

keyhole mode, and the surface flux or the Goldak body flux model for the239

thermal conduction mode; however, this approach not only lacks rigorous240

physical foundation, but also requires experimental calibration [12].241

4.1.2. Molten pool length242

As no experimental data was obtained for the molten pool length, the243

high-fidelity CFD simulations were used to benchmark the FEM and semi-244

analytical models. We validated this CFD model’s prediction of molten pool245

length against high-speed X-ray imaging experiments at Argonne National246
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Lab [27], and the relative difference was within 10%; thus the high-fidelity247

CFD simulations are deemed to have sufficient accuracy.248

Figure 6: Molten pool length by the three models at difference cases.

The FEM thermal model predicts the molten pool length within 20%249

from the CFD predictions (Fig. 6), except the cases of 49 W-0.8 m/s and 49250

W-0.5 m/s. For those two cases, the FEM-simulated molten pool depths (31251

µm, see Table 3) are smaller than the powder layer thickness so that the heat252

in the molten pool cannot be conducted away through the substrate, thereby253

enlarging molten pool length; on the other hand, the CFD-simulated molten254

pools reach the substrate. This can explain why at the laser power of 49 W,255

the FEM-simulated length decreases with the decrease of scan speed while256

the CFD-simulated length increases. The prediction accuracy of molten pool257

length is at the same level as that of molten pool width. In contrast, the258

predicted molten pool length from the semi-analytical model with either bulk259

material properties or effective powder bed properties is much smaller than260

the CFD-predicted value. In the semi-analytical model with bulk material261

properties, the dense substrate has much higher thermal conductivity than262

that of a loose powder bed, and thus disperses heat too quickly to maintain a263

long molten pool as within a powder bed , while in the semi-analytical model264

with effective powder bed properties, the thermal conductivity is too low to265

disperse heat to enlarge the molten pool. Additionally, the point heat source266

model does not account for the diameter of the laser beam. Therefore, it267

can be concluded that the semi-analytical model lacks fidelity to accurately268

predict the molten pool length in powder bed fusion processes.269
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4.2. Differences due to the neglect of powder bed270

Direct comparison between the Control and Comparison groups reveals271

the influence of the powder layer. The high-fidelity CFD simulations of single272

tracks on a substrate, in comparison with the powder bed cases, are shown273

in Fig. 7. Without a powder layer, the molten pool width is 108±4 for274

the 195 W-0.8 m/s case and 131±3 for the 195 W-0.5 m/s case, while it is275

117±7 and 137±8 with the 40 µm thick powder layer for those two cases,276

respectively. The difference due to the powder layer is within 10%. Since277

the mean diameter of the powder particles is close to the layer thickness, in278

most locations there is only one powder particle in the vertical direction of279

the powder layer. Thus the influence of the powder bed characterization is280

marginalized.281

Figure 7: High-fidelity CFD simulation results of single tracks: 195 W-0.8 m/s on (a) a
powder bed and (b) a flat substrate; and 195 W-0.5 m/s on (c) a powder bed and (d) a
flat substrate.

In the FEM thermal model, the powder bed is implicitly incorporated by282

assigning effective material properties to the continuum. To assess the influ-283

ence of the powder bed, simulations were also conducted without the effective284

powder layer, i.e., a laser scanning a bare plate. As shown in Table 4, the285

powder bed makes a remarkable difference (|dimensionbareplate−dimensionpowderbed

dimensionpowderbed
|):286

the molten pool width values of the bare plate cases are about 30% smaller287

than those of the powder bed cases, and the depth values are mostly 10%-20%288

smaller, while the length values show a larger fluctuation.289

In the semi-analytical model, the material possesses uniform material290

properties. That is, the semi-analytical model cannot incorporate the powder291

bed and substrate at the same time. Assigning the continuum material with292

the relatively high thermal conductivity of the bulk material or the relatively293

low thermal conductivity of the loose powder bed, makes a large difference in294
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the simulation results, as shown in Table 4, where the relative differences for295

the semi-analytical calculations are |dimensionpowderbed−dimensionbareplate

dimensionbareplate
|. Based296

on the results and the discussion in Section 4.1.1, it is recommended that297

the semi-analytical model should use the thermal conductivity of the bulk298

material.299

Moreover, the ”NaN” in Table 4 indicates that the calculation in Mat-300

lab could not get a result with errors “matrix singularity”, due to the low301

thermal conductivity of the powder layer (in this study, 1 W/(m·K) based302

on simulations [13] and experiments [31]). If the thermal conductivity of the303

powder layer is set as 3 W/(m·K), the calculated molten pool length, depth304

and width are 42, 18 and 36 [µm].305

Table 4: Simulated molten pool dimensions by the FEM thermal and semi-analytical
models with/without incorporating the powder bed: length/depth/width [µm] and the
relative differences

FEM thermal semi-analytical
Cases bare plate powder bed bare plate powder bed
195W-0.8m/s 358/44/100 528/50/141 151/52/104 39/23/46

32.2%/12%/26.1% 72.3%/55.8%/55.8%
195W-0.5m/s 358/56/120 482/62/176 155/65/130 43/29/58

25.7%/9.8%/31.8% 74.2%/55.4%/55.4%
195W-0.2m/s 358/85/177 439/91/241 171/99/198 55/44.5/89

18.5%/6.6%/26.6% 67.8%/55.1%/55.1%
122W-0.8m/s 238/32/82 401/40/121 97/40/80 19/17.5/35

40.6%/20.0%/32.2% 70.1%/56.3%/56.3%
122W-0.5m/s 243/42/97 356/50/141 101/50/100 30/22.5/45

31.7%/16.0%/31.2% 69.3%/55.0%/55.0%
122W-0.2m/s 257/77/140 330/73/201 114/76/152 40/34.5/69

22.1%/5.5%/30.3% 64.9%/54.6%/54.6%
49W-0.8m/s 109/17/58 328/31/81 43/25/50 NaN

66.8%/45.2%/28.4% NaN
49W-0.5m/s 114/22/68 233/31/51 46/30/60 16/14/28

51.1%/29.0%/33.3% 65.2%/53.3%/53.3%
49W-0.2m/s 123/35/87 187/43/140 54/44/88 22/20.5/41

34.2%/18.6%/37.93% 59.3%/51.1%/51.1%
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4.3. Differences due to heat loss306

As discussed in the beginning of Section 2, the simplifications in going307

from the FEM thermal model (incorporating the powder bed) to the semi-308

analytical model include the neglect of the effective powder layer, heat source309

diameter, latent heat, and heat loss. Thus, the FEM thermal simulations of a310

bare plate are rather close to the semi-analytical calculations for a bare plate,311

with the differences coming from the treatment of the heat source diameter,312

latent heat, and heat loss. It is observed that the predictions of width and313

depth are rather close, but those of length are rather different.314

The influence of the heat loss due to the surface radiation and convection,315

can be excluded as negligible for the cases of interest. This can be easily316

proved via theoretical approximation. It is assumed that the surface heat317

loss through radiation and convection is dominated by that from the molten318

pool surface area: the surface temperature is assumed 2000 K, the molten319

pool area is on the order of 10−7 m2 (an ellipse pool with a length radius of 300320

µm and a width radius of 100 µm, so the area is π× 300 µm × 100 µm); then321

the heat loss through surface radiation is calculated to be 5.67×10−8 W/(m2·322

K4)×(2000 K)4 × 10−7 m2=0.09 W, and assuming the convective coefficient323

is 100 W/(m2·K), heat loss through surface convection is calculated to be324

100 W/(m2·K)×(2000 K - 300 K)×10−7 m2=0.017 W. Therefore the heat325

loss due to surface radiation and convection is smaller than the input power326

by four orders of magnitude.327

4.4. Differences due to the laser heat source model328

It is of critical importance to specify the definition of the laser diameter329

along with the given value. For ideal single-mode Gaussian beams, there are330

four types of definitions that are commonly used:331

• Full width at half maximum (FWHM): the diameter is the full width332

of the laser beam at half of its maximum intensity.333

• D86 width (same value with 1/e2 width and D4σ): 86.5% (i.e., 1−1/e2)334

of the beam power is within this diameter.335

• D95 width: 95% of the beam power is within this diameter.336

• D99 width: 99% of the beam power is within this diameter.337
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The relationships between these definitions for a given Gaussian beam338

are339 
FWHM = 0.5886 ·D86

D95 = 1.23 ·D86

D99 = 1.52 ·D86

(3)

It is obvious that the misuse of the definition will make a notable differ-340

ence in the prediction. The measurement uncertainty of the laser beam size341

will also lead to uncertainty in the model predictions. For instance, for the342

substrate melting cases of the thermal-fluid flow simulation, with the FWHM343

increasing from 45 µm to 50 µm, the relative increases of molten pool length344

and width are nearly 10% and 15%, while the relative decrease of depth is345

nearly 10%.346

It is worth noting that molten pool width typically falls into a small347

range relative to the laser beam diameter when the laser power is moderate.348

The underlying reasons are 1) only a small area around the laser center can349

absorb enough laser power to get melted; 2) the molten pool expands rather350

slowly in the horizontal direction due to the low thermal conductivity of the351

powder bed; 3) most of the absorbed energy dissipates through the substrate352

with high thermal conductivity. In this regard, the point heat source model353

with a diameter of 0 used in the analytical semi-analytical model leads to354

remarkable underestimation of the molten pool width, which is counteracted355

in some extent by the high thermal conductivity of the dense substrate (see356

the discussion in Section 4.1.1). However, if the continuum material in the357

semi-analytical model uses the effective thermal conductivity of loose powder358

bed (10% of that of the bulk material), the underestimation of the simulated359

molten pool width will not be counteracted, as shown in Table 4.360

The energy absorptivity is believed to be more significant, since it directly361

determines the actual power input. However, it is influenced by a number362

of factors, e.g., the wavelength and polarization of the laser, the material363

compositions, the local incidence angle in the complex surfaces (powder par-364

ticles and molten pool surfaces), and multiple reflections. This issue requires365

extensive and systematic studies, which are not included in the current work.366

4.5. Model selection guidance367

As discussed above, the high-fidelity CFD model shows the highest ac-368

curacy (10% deviation in molten pool dimension predictions), and the FEM369

thermal model shows 20% deviation, while the semi-analytical model shows370
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30% deviation in molten pool width but does not accurately predict molten371

pool length. As trade-offs, higher fidelity models not only take more com-372

putation time, but also require many additional parameter considerations373

and information that may not always be readily available. In such cases, it374

is useful to know what modeling approach is most suitable for the param-375

eters available, what the relative uncertainty may be, and which additional376

parameters may help in developing a higher fidelity model.377

The incorporation of fluid flow could make a difference of 20% in the378

molten pool dimension prediction, particularly considering the different dom-379

inant mechanisms in the thermal-conduction and keyhole modes. To accu-380

rately model the molten pool flow, the additional parameters of importance381

include (as listed in Table 1): viscosity, temperature-dependent surface ten-382

sion coefficient, and the evaporation rate and recoil pressure which are closely383

related to the local temperature and chemical compositions as well as the am-384

bient pressure [32]. In particular, several different equations for the evapora-385

tion rate and recoil pressure were used in different models [32, 6, 8], and the386

solution variability caused by choosing different models is worth quantifying387

in the future.388

The incorporation of powder layer can lead to a significant difference up389

to 30% in the FEM thermal simulations. In contrast, in the CFD simu-390

lations, the influence is relatively small (< 10%), especially in the keyhole391

mode, which has also been demonstrated by the high-speed X-ray imaging392

performed at Argonne National Lab [33].393

A 10% uncertainty in laser diameter can lead to a difference of 10% in the394

CFD simulations. More importantly, failure to employ a definition of laser395

spot diameter that is consistent with the experiment may lead to a significant396

difference in results.397

According to the theoretical analysis, the heat loss due to the surface398

convection and radiation can be neglected. Thus, the convective coefficient399

and emissivity are not of high priority for the models, though the emissivity400

is critical in interpreting infrared measurement of the manufacturing process.401

5. Data-Driven Model Characterization for Error Mapping402

This section aims to provide an example guideline of model usage by an-403

alyzing the global and local model performance based on the limited volume404

of data on molten pool width. Data-driven model characterization has the405
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capability to provide insight into error maps. The objective is to provide er-406

ror distribution maps (see Fig. 8) that aid selection of the most appropriate407

model, given a set of usage conditions by the end-user. Note that the result408

shown in this section is based on the 5 data points from Table 4. The sample409

size is relatively inadequate to provide a consolidated conclusion. However,410

this section aims to provide a demonstration of the general methodology.411

The error map accuracy could be improved in the future by adding more412

experimental measurements and simulated results.413

Fig. 8 shows the predictive error distribution of the CFD, FEM thermal,414

and semi-analytical models. It uses a triangulation-based natural neighbor415

interpolation method to map the error distribution based on the difference416

between simulation and the experimental results [34]. The colormap indicates417

the scale of the relative error (| ỹi−yi
yi
|) from 0 (dark blue) to 0.3 (yellow). The418

experiment observes the balling at line energy density equal to 152.5 J/m and419

the closest successful measurement is located at 244 J/m (122 W-0.5 m/s)420

and 243.75 J/m (195 W-0.8 m/s). The surrogate model assumes the region421

of the parameter space that has line energy density less than 243.75 J/m may422

display balling. As a result, the top triangular area is marked as balling even423

though the simulation model can make a calculation in this domain. The424

figure marks the relative error of molten pool width between prediction and425

experimental results on the five measurement points.426

Figure 8: Error distribution maps for (a) CFD, (b) FEM thermal, and (c) semi-analytical
models. These are only based on the five data points on molten pool width.

As mentioned in previous sections, the global model performance can427

also be observed through the error distribution maps. Each model gives428

superior performance in a different part of the parameter space. Fig. 9429

shows the model-domain map for CFD, FEM thermal, and semi-analytical430
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models. Each colored domain indicates the model that can provide the lowest431

predictive error. The CFD model dominates the area with moderate scan432

speed. The FEM model is more sensitive to high speed and high power433

domain. The semi-analytical model mainly dominates the area with low scan434

speed. It should be noted that the results (especially on the semi-analytical435

model) are purely based on the limited volume of data points on molten pool436

width, and thus can neither be applicable to molten pool length/depth nor437

be very accurate. An end-user can refer to such maps to select the model438

based on their design. The accuracy of the presented maps is dependent on439

the data presented here, and can be enhanced by increasing the volume and440

accuracy of data.441

Figure 9: Model-domain map on prediction of molten pool width based on the limited
volume of data. Green domain is dominated by FEM. Blue domain is for CFD model.
Yellow domain is for semi-analytical model. The white area is the balling domain caused
by low energy density.

Table 5 lists the characteristics of CFD, FEM, and semi-analytical mod-442

els deduced from the error distribution map, based on the current sample443

size. End-users can choose the most appropriate model using this concep-444

tual “cheat sheet” that characterizes the behavior of different simulation and445

surrogate models. End-users can make decisions based on the design prop-446

erties and requirement on accuracy and efficiency. For example, the CFD447
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model can provide the most accurate prediction for moderate scan speed448

when computational efficiency is not the first priority.449

Table 5: Characteristics of CFD, FEM, and semi-analytical models

Model Global Accuracy Cost Dominated Domain
CFD High High Moderate scan speed
FEM Medium Medium High power high scan speed
Semi-analytical Low Low Low scan speed

6. Summary450

In this study, a set of CFD, FEM and semi-analytical models with varied451

assumptions were run to characterize the molten pool models based on model452

performance, and to assess the reduction in accuracy due to each assumption.453

For the given sets of manufacturing parameters, the thermal-fluid flow model454

showed the highest prediction accuracy (relative error < 10%) of molten pool455

width,the FEM thermal model possessed medium accuracy (relative error <456

20%), while the semi-analytical model showed the lowest accuracy (relative457

error < 30%). The uncertainty due to the neglect of molten fluid flow can458

be significant (20% or more), while the influence of surface convection and459

radiation is minor. The neglect of the powder layer or uncertainty of laser460

diameter can also lead to an error of 10% for the thermal-fluid flow model,461

while for the FEM and semi-analytical simulations multiple simplifications462

can either counteract or enhance the errors. A couple of other significant463

error sources, including energy absorptivity in the heat source model and464

self-consistent evaporation and recoil pressure (i.e., mass loss, energy loss465

and momentum conservation), are worth extensive and systematic studies in466

the future.467

Data-driven model characterization provides end-users some guidance on468

model selection and expected accuracy. Moreover, this study addresses the469

need to systematically explore the errors in both the simulations and ex-470

periments, as well as to develop data-driven surrogate models [35] with the471

support of more simulation and experimental results.472
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